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Abstract: In this paper we study the conditions for the perception of object kinetics, 
produced by a multi-view auto-stereoscopic system and a set of still images. We assess the 
capabilities and performances of such an optical system to encode complex trajectories and 
kinetics of objects moving in depth. In particular, we set up rules to create motions with non-
monotonic velocities, when obtained by motion parallax of the observer. We establish a link 
with plenoptic systems from where we derive some applicable scaling rules, in particular to 
ensure stereoscopic vision, to provide fluid motion perception with a satisfying visual 
comfort. Finally, we scale the optical system thanks to all the useful parameters obtained in 
order to emulate the perception of object motions in depth, with a fluid kinetics and to create 
impressive motion effects. 
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1. Introduction 

The principle of integral photography, using a two-dimensional array of microlenses to 
capture a three-dimensional (3D) scene, was first introduced by Gabriel Lippmann [1] in 
1908. This concept is at the origin of plenoptic cameras equipping nowadays some of our 
smartphones, and enabling a decoupling of the conventional photography trade-off between 
aperture size and depth of field. Similarly, this principle supports the concept of multi-view 
auto-stereoscopic displays reproducing objects and scenes, with full parallax and perspective 
shift and even the depth cue of accommodation. Since then, numerous auto-stereoscopic 
displays have been proposed in the literature [2]. For instance, Walter Hess patented 1D array 
of cylindrical lenses [3], in 1912. By replacing parallax barriers with tiny cylindrical lenses, 
Hess avoided the light loss that dimmed images viewed by transmitted light. Nowadays, due 
to rapid advances in optical fabrication, digital processing power, and computational models 
for human perception, a new generation of display technology emerged exploring the co-
design of optical elements and compressive computation while considering particular 
characteristics of the human visual system [4]. For instance, the term auto-multiscopic display 
has recently been introduced as a shorter synonym for multi-view auto-stereoscopic 3D 
display [5, 6] reflecting the current increase in attention paid to this field. However, in our 
case here, our goal is to establish some kinetics rules for object motions in depth from a set of 
still images obtained from light field created by an auto-stereoscopic system, independently 
from moving parallax generated by head motion. That is why, in part 2, we first recall the 
binocular vision conditions for ensuring visual comfort and stereoscopic vision, and then we 
use the comparison with plenoptic systems in order to dimension an auto-stereoscopic device 
with 2D microlens array. Finally, in part 3, we explain how it is possible to create non-
monotonic movements with such a device. 

2. Auto-stereoscopy and plenopticity principle 

2.1 Depth resolution and depth range ensuring visual comfort 
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In order to design an auto-stereoscopic device, we first need to determine the dimensioning 
conditions relative to binocular vision. In the case of human vision and in particular when 
using an auto-stereoscopic system, the binocular character of the vision is fully exploited to 
provide the perception of objects in depth and more generally a comfortable depth experience. 
However the comfort criterion implies some depth limits such as depth resolution and depth 
range that we are going to determine here (for a given viewing distance l and a interpupillary 
distance IPD).  
     When a 3D scene is seen, each eye’s retina receives a projection of this scene. Due to the 
IPD, the two projections are different. The brain fusions left and right images, creating the 
sensation of depth. The angle between both eyes optical axis directions is called vergence 
angle. The vergence difference between two objects is called binocular disparity. When the 
observer focuses on one object, the disparity of the second one is called crossed disparity 
(negative parallax) if disposed before the first one; otherwise it is called uncrossed disparity 
(positive parallax) [7]. Fig. 1. shows an example of crossed and uncrossed disparities.  

 
Fig. 1.  Crossed and uncrossed disparities for three points in space F, P1 and P2. Both eyes focus on F. F’s projection 
on each retina is respectively located in Fg and Fd. P1 is positioned behind F, the vergence angle is smaller (

1 2
  ), 

so the disparity is uncrossed (
1

 ). As for P2, as it is positioned in front of F, the disparity is crossed (
2

 ). 

It is then possible to write the disparity between two objects according to the IPD, the 
viewing distance l and the depth difference between the two objects z. Therefore, according to 

[8], the disparity is linked to the angle (
21    ): 

2

( )IPD z

l lz
  


      (1) 

     We aim to reproduce an artificial 3D scene using this binocular disparity and pairs of 
images in a fixation plane. However, such a system only allows a range of depths for a given 
viewing distance; otherwise a visual discomfort could occur. We can introduce here the 
horopter which is defined as all the object points which are imaged on the retina for a given 
viewing distance. Far from the horopter, the brain does not manage to combine the images 
properly, that is why double images are seen (this phenomenon is called diplopia). The 
Panum area corresponds to the area around the horopter where a single image can be seen 
(without diplopia) [9].  
     Conditions for a fusional comfort are generally given by the Percival’s criterion [10]. In 
the case of auto-stereoscopic systems, it is mainly related to the horizontal disparity limits 
detailed hereafter.  
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     The horizontal disparity limits are the minimum and maximum disparity (both associated 
to a depth variation) values which do not cause visual discomfort. For minimum disparity, the 
smallest distinguishable depth variation zmin for a given viewing distance l, is equivalent to 

the determination of the stereoscopic visual acuity 
min

 . According to [11], a value of 65 arcs 

second is acceptable for most of people. With the disparity formula, we obtain: 

min min

min 2 2

min

( ) ( )IPD z IPD z

l lz l
    


    (2) 

     Thus, the depth acuity is:     
2

min

min
0.76

l
z mm

IPD


             (3) 

For a mean viewing distance l=400 mm (corresponding to the near vision [12] since the auto-
stereoscopic system is hold in hand by the observer), IPD=65 mm and a stereoscopic acuity 

min
65''  . 

     Then, we can distinguish two maximum disparities (crossed and uncrossed). Indeed, 
diplopia occurs for disparities > 4.93° for crossed disparity and > 1.57° for uncrossed 
disparity [13]. Thus for uncrossed disparity, we have: 

1max

1max 2

max

( )
1.57

IPD z

l lz



   


   (4) 

     Hence the maximum depth is: 

  
2

1max

1max

1max

81
l

z mm
l IPD






 


   (5) 

     Similarly, for crossed disparity: 

2 max

2 max 2

2 max

( )
4.93

IPD z

l lz
   


    (6) 

     So the maximum depth is: 
2

2 max

2 max

2 max

138
l

z mm
l IPD




 


    (7) 

     We confirm that crossed disparity provides a larger depth than uncrossed one, justifying 
the interest of creating flying-out trajectories.  
     However the size of the stereoscopic device could be limited. Therefore the depth is 
limited as well. Moreover, for a flying-out object, the brain needs enough common features in 
both images to combine them. This implies that both images should be almost entirely seen. 
Thus the perceived depth is located in a depth cone also called proscenium arch [14].  
     Another discomfort cause occurs when the vertical position of both images mismatches. 
Like for horizontal disparity, the brain cannot combine both images when the vertical 
disparity is too large. According to experiments carried out in [15-17], combination limits are 
reached for vertical disparity of around 7 arc-minutes. However, if such disparity appears in 
our case, the observer can rotate the display in order to adapt the images position and thus 
obtain a proper combination. In this sub-section, we determined useful information about both 
the depth resolution and the maximum depths that are possible with a stereoscopic system. 
The determination of these values was based on comfort criteria and independently from the 
kind of stereoscopic device (screen with 3D glasses, auto-stereoscopic device, displayed or 
still images, lenticular or parallax barriers etc.).  
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2.2  Auto-stereoscopic device and plenoptic camera designs  

Now, we aim to dimension a specific device that is an auto-stereoscopic device with 2D 
microlens array and with still images. This method was invented by G. Lippman in 1908 [1] 
and developed by the photographer M. Bonnet [18]. Under each microlens, pairs of sub-
images are positioned in the focal plane. Each sub-image corresponds to a part of a different 
view of the 3D scene. Thanks to the angle selection function of lenses, both eyes can then see 
different images. Thus a depth is perceived.  Fig. 2. depicts six microlenses with a pair of sub-
images under each of them. The left eye can see all the right sub-images and the right eye can 
see all the left ones. The final image is made of three points. These points are seen in different 
relief planes due to the different spacing between sub-images.  

 

Fig. 2. Different relief planes thanks to pairs of sub-images 

     The direction joining both eyes is called the horizontal direction. This direction allows the 
most important binocular disparity. That is why we focus on that direction to create depth. 
The horizontal axis X and vertical axis Y define the set-up plane. The longitudinal direction is 
orthogonal to this plane as shown Fig. 2. In practice, it is worth to have more than two sub-
images (i.e. more than two views) under each lens. Therefore, depending on the observer’s 
point of view, several pairs are possible. As explained in [2], multi-view stereoscopic displays 
allow both stereo parallax and motion parallax. The following illustration explains how a 3D 
scene is recorded and restituted to the observer through the multi-view stereoscopic display. 
When an observer watches a natural 3D scene, an infinite number of views can be seen. With 
a stereoscopic display using lens arrays, the number of views is limited by the size of the sub-
images. They are materialized by the different cameras on the picture (Fig. 3.). 

 
Fig. 3. Multi-view auto-stereoscopic display principle 
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     Such a system can be compared to a plenoptic camera. As mentioned above, both systems 
conceptually belong to the family of light field analyzers or generators. They are designed 
either to capture or restitute directional lighting distributions which arrive at each location on 
the sensor (plenoptic case) or arise from different pixels or images (auto-stereoscopic case). 
They share almost the same basic optical set-up, comprising a microlens array, a photosensor 
or a micro-images array. The main lens of plenoptic cameras is substituted, for the auto-
stereoscopic case, by the human visual system which can be modelled by a synthetic aperture 
imaging system due to the motion parallax created by the head and eye motions. A schematic 
analogy is depicted in Fig. 4. Eye vergence is assimilated here to a power lens (prismatic 
power). In auto-stereoscopic vision, eye accommodation occurs in the device plane 
(microlens plane or micro-image plane considering a very small focal length), whereas the 
vergence follows the object motion in depth. Therefore, the interpupillary distance (IPD) 
could be assimilated to an aperture. In addition, the auto-stereoscopic model is obviously a 
horizontal 1D system, even if eyes move on both directions (horizontal and vertical) since he 
binocular perception mainly occurs in horizontal direction. This comparison is of importance 
because it enables us to set up some engineering system rules, in particular on the microlens 
F-number, having a direct impact on the image reconstruction accuracy and depth resolution. 

 
Fig. 4.  Analogy between an auto-stereoscopic display (a) and a plenoptic camera (b) 

     Plenoptic sensors and auto-stereoscopic displays also differ on several major points. 
Plenoptic systems are designed to extend the depth of field of cameras without reducing the 
aperture, enabling shorter exposures and lower image noise. Therefore, a key part of the 
system relies on the deconvolution processing to extract from the plenoptic images standard 
non-plenoptic ones, focused at different distances. With auto-stereoscopy, the field lens is 
replaced by a visual system (determined by eyes directions) that operates here as a synthetic 
aperture system [19] improving the angular resolution in the horizontal cross-range direction 
by the motion parallax. Therefore, both eyes vergence and accommodation (focus) are 
variable and so the relief plane can move, whereas for plenoptic cameras, the main lens 
focuses rays in only one plane requiring an algorithm to extract different depth planes and 
thus reproduce binocular vision. It is to notice that plenoptic cameras 2.0 incorporating zoom 
have been proposed ([20, 21]). Despite these differences, both systems follow the same 
optical scaling rules that are detailed in the following sub-section. 

2.3 Dimensioning of auto-stereoscopic device in comparison with plenoptic 
cameras 
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This sub-section aims to determine new dimensioning conditions that are specific to a lens-
array auto-stereoscopic device, concerning lens F-number, sub-image size or depth resolution. 
     A key feature in plenoptic systems is the micro-images non-overlapping condition [22]. 
This applies for auto-stereoscopic systems as well. This condition has been stated by R. Ng 
[22] as follow: if the main lens’ f-number is large, then the images under each microlens are 
cropped, many pixels are black, and the resolution is wasted. Conversely, if this value is 
small, then the images under each microlens overlap contaminating each other’s signal 
through crosstalk. It results that the lens field and microlens F-number should match. For 
auto-stereoscopic systems, the equivalent eyes F-number (the ratio of viewing distance over 
IPD) should be larger than the microlens F-number, otherwise stereoscopic vision would fail. 
Indeed, in order to see a stereoscopic image, each of both eyes should see at least one sub-
image under each microlens. That is to say both eyes should be in the field-of-view (FOV) of 
each microlens. Also the microlens FOV defines the area where the eyes can move and see a 
stereoscopic image. Considering only one microlens and likening eyes to points (eye diameter 
is very small compared to the viewing distance), Fig. 5 a shows the FOV of the lens and the 
eyes position. It is then obvious that in order to have a stereoscopic vision the following 
condition should be verified:  

'f l

d IPD
                 (8) 

With f’ the microlens focal length, d the size of micro-image under the microlens and l the 

viewing distance. The ratio 
l

IPD
 is assimilated to an F-number. 

     It is possible to link the microlens pupil p to the size of all the sub-images d (cf. [23]): 

'

dl
p

l f



     (9) 

     Thus the condition turns: 

 
' 'f l f

p IPD


                 (10) 

     Then, neglecting f w.r. to l, we get a condition on the microlens F-number:  

'f l

p IPD
                                 (11) 

     This inequality also enables the observer to move within the FOV and then to observe the 
object moving in depth (see part 3).  
     Moreover a second F-number criterion, similar to the plenoptic one, is applicable to an 
auto-stereoscopic device, but this time the analogy is made considering only one eye (its pupil 
being compared to a lens field). Indeed, in order to isolate each perceived image, we need to 
know the size (in the micro-images plane) of what an eye can see through a lens without 
vignetting (defined later). This size dmin corresponds to the smallest size of sub-image (or set 
of sub-images) below which it is impossible to distinguish only one image at a time (whatever 
the point of view). Beyond this minimum size, there is at least one viewing angle allowing the 
perception of only one image. Vignetting occurs when the light beam coming from the focal 
plane does not entirely enter the eye pupil (cf. hatched beam on Fig. 5.). This vignetting is 
mainly due here to the eye pupil. 
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Fig. 5. For the non-hatched beam, vignetting does not occur whereas it does for the hatched beam 

     Hence, the limit of vignetting is for: 

 tan
2

eye
d p

l



      (12) 

     Therefore: 

 
' 2

eye
d px

f l


      (13) 

     In the case of no vignetting, the minimum sub-image size is: 

 '

min
2 eye

d p
d x f

l


            (14) 

     Considering vignetting, the eye can still see neighboring sub-images (even though their 

illumination decreases) until tan
2

eye
d

l
  . However, as the eye diameter 

eye
d  is larger 

compared to the microlens pupil p, we can then deduce that vignetting is negligible. Thus we 
can take for the minimum sub-image size: 

'

min

eye
d

d f
l

     (15) 

     However, it is worth noting that some parameters such as the viewing distance or the eye 
pupil cannot be determined because they vary from one person to another and over time, 
movement and lighting condition (mydriasis effect [11]). The larger the eye pupil is or the 
smaller the viewing distance is the larger dim. That is why it is recommended to consider the 

maximum eye diameter  
max

6eye mmd   and the minimum viewing distance lmin=250 mm to 

make sure that in any case, the eye sees only one sub-image. Thus: 

max'

min

min

eyed
d f

l
       (16) 
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Thus we found an F-number matching criterion, when the lens aperture is replaced to the 
minimum sub-image size. This criterion allows dimensioning the sub-images.  
     Note that sub-images can then be larger but if they are too large, their number under each 
microlens will be limited and the image succession will be jerky. Therefore, it is useful to 
determine the maximum sub-image size preserving a fluid motion, knowing that the brain 
needs 24 frames/s [24] and that the angular speed   with which the observer moves the 
device is around 100°/s [25]. Thus, having larger sub-images avoids printing difficulties when 
dots are too small and allows using several pixels for one sub-image to encode colors. 
     Other comparisons can be established between both systems, in particular about depth 
resolution and depth of field. A depth resolution has been calculated in 2.1. However, we did 
not take into account the microlens pupil which reduces the resolution in depth. Indeed for a 
microlens pupil p, the minimum depth variation is then for uncrossed disparity: 

1 min

lp
z

IPD p



     (17) 

And for crossed disparity: 

2 min

lp
z

IPD p



     (18) 

     Besides, if we consider the limit case of the previous F-number condition i.e. the minimum 

microlens pupil for a given focal length (
'

min

( )f IPD
p

l
 obtained from equation (11)), the 

depth resolution becomes for uncrossed disparity:  
'

1min '

lf
z

l f



     (19)  

and for crossed disparity: 
'

2 min '

lf
z

l f



     (20) 

     Note that for plenoptic camera 2.0 developped by Lumsdaine et al. [26] (focusing the main 
lens either before the microlens array or after it), the resolution in depth is not limited to the 
microlens pupil size, not only because the angular information is contained in the microlenses 
plane [19] but also because many algorithms are able to estimate offset sizes smaller than the 
sub-image size [27].  
     The depth of field of an auto-stereoscopic system differs from the one of a plenoptic 
camera in that it is linked to horizontal disparity limits (previously detailed in 2.1) and not to 
sub-image size. So it does not exactly correspond to the definition of depth of field which is 
(for plenoptic cameras) the set of object distances for which the size of the geometrical Point 
Spread Function (PSF) is smaller than the sub-image size [21]. Here, the depth of field is 
rather considered as the different planes for which diplopia does not occur (cf. Panum area). 
     Table 1 provides the key parameters and conditions for dimensioning properly an auto-
stereoscopic system. In addition to the comfort criterion conditions obtained in sub-section 
2.1, we established, thanks to a comparison with plenoptic cameras, new dimensioning 
conditions which will be useful to design an auto-stereoscopic device capable of restituting 
motion in depth and complex movements. Indeed, if the first four equations, obtained in 2.1, 
are interesting relatively to the choice of movement type (for example, they confirm that it is 
more interesting to create flying-out objects because the depth range is larger for crossed 
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disparity than for uncrossed) and amplitude (depth resolution and maximum depth), the last 
three equations are essential for ensuring stereoscopic vision and sub-images isolation. For 
instance, the determination of the minimum sub-image size has shown that, with such a 
device, this size is not a limitation here to produce fluid movements. Therefore, complex 
movements, involving accelerations, are possible and are developed in the next section. 

Table 1. Main parameters to dimension auto-stereoscopic systems 

Parameters Formulas 

Depth resolution (uncrossed disparity) 2

min

1 min
max ;

l lp
z

IPD IPD p






 
 
 

 

Depth resolution (crossed disparity) 2

min

2 min
max ;

l lp
z

IPD IPD p






 
 
 

 

Maximum depth (uncrossed disparity) 2

1 max

2 max

1 max

l
z

l IPD




 


 

Maximum depth (crossed disparity) 2

2 max

2 max

2 max

l
z

l IPD







 

Microlens pupil  
' '

v im
N d ldl

p
l f l f

 
 

 

Microlens F-number (stereoscopic 
condition) 

'

f l

p IPD
 i.e.

'

min

)(f IPD
p

l
  

Minimum sub-image size  '

min

min

maxeyef d
d

l
  

3. Object kinetics perception in auto-stereoscopic systems  

In previous section, we have designed a multi-view auto-stereoscopic device in which micro-
images behind the microlens are still. Such a device is capable of creating object motion 
thanks to motion parallax. For instance, an object, seen in a first position for a first viewing 
angle, will be seen in a second position as the head is moved from left to right, and up to 
down as depicted in Fig. 6.  
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Fig. 6. When the viewer moves to the right, the object appears to move away 

     More fundamentally, even if the apparent motion is created by the motion parallax, the 
deep nature of this motion in depth is directly related to how the object motion is computed 
and stored in the micro-images, according to the optical system restituting them, for instance, 
to generate special types of movements involving non-monotonic object motions. In that 
section, we intend to investigate the conditions on point movement equations or on the 
projection movement equations so that the perceived movement in space would be non-
monotonic. 

3.1 Motion in depth, speed and acceleration 

Multi-view auto-stereoscopic displays are capable of providing the perception of left-right 
movement parallax [28]. While it is also possible to simulate the perception of up-down 
movement parallax, the effect is seen as less important than left-right movement parallax. 
That is why the vertical direction (up-down motion) will be used efficiently here for motion 
encoding, while the horizontal direction will be used for left-right movement parallax. In that 
way it is possible to create volume kinetics. 
     To simplify the description, we approximate object by a solid dot. The reproduction of a 
movement in space with a microlens array is possible by locating the object projection 
positions on the microlens array plane. We assume a point in space moving according to the 
following trajectory:  

( ( ), ( ), ( ))x t y t z t      (21) 

 
The object speed can be deduced:   

( ( ), ( ), ( ))x t y t z t        (22) 

 as well as its acceleration: 

( ( ), ( ), ( ))x t y t z t        (23) 

We assume a virtual point of view (i.e. a reference point of view used to created images) 
moving according to the equations: 

( ( ), ( ), ( ))X t Y t Z t     (24) 

and allowing to obtain an object projection on the device plane for each moment t:  

( ( ), ( ))p px t y t      (25) 

     An observer position (and thus an image) is associated to each moment t. The perceived 
image corresponds to the scene projection for the moment t.  However, depending on how the 
sub-images are positioned under the lenses, the observer point of view is not necessarily 
linked to the reference point of view (the reference point of view is only used for images 
construction). That is why, the movement of the object projection is considered relatively to 
an ideally uniform motion of the observer. In the example, the only continuous case is treated: 
the object trajectory in space and its projection in the plane are continuous (lenses tiling and 
limited number of sub-images under each lens are not taken into account). Thus, the object 
projection trajectory is obtained geometrically (see Fig. 7.): 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) Y( )

( ) ( )

p

p

x t Z t z t X t

x t Z t z t

y t y t Z t z t t

Z t z t











 

 
 



                                (26) 
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Fig. 7. Object in space projection on a plane 

     Speed and acceleration in the plane can easily be deduced by derivation.  
As mentioned before, movement appears when the head is moved vertically (up-down). 
However, the movement could be disturbed by the movement of the reference point of view 
and create ambiguity. In order to avoid any confusion, we suppose then that the reference 
point of view is motionless when the objet is moving. Conversely, for the motion parallax 
effect, we suppose that the object is still while the reference point of view is moving. That is 
why, in what follows, we consider the projection expressions as functions (u and u’) of the 
object in space coordinates: 

( ) ( ( ), ( ))

( ) '( ( ), ( ))

p

p

x t u x t z t

y t u y t z t









    (27) 

3.2 Conditions for non-monotonic motions in depth, independently from parallax 
motion 

We intend to create non-monotonic movements in the plane, which are relative to non-
monotonic movements in space.  
     In case there is only one object, a non-constant velocity vector norm of the projection 
(condition c1) and a non-constant velocity vector norm in space are wished (condition c2). So 
these conditions can be written as follows.  
     There is at least one moment t such as: 

2 2( ) ( )p p pv x t y t cte        (27) 

i.e.  

0 ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )) / 0p
p p p p p

dv
x t x t y t y t v

dt
         (28) 

     The projection speed norm is necessarily non-zero 0pv  , otherwise there is no 

movement. Consequently the condition is (c1): 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0p p p px t x t y t y t        (29) 

Similarly, with the speed norm in space, we must have:  

2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )v x t y t z t cte              (30) 

And thus, the condition is (c2):  
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0 ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )) 0
dv

x t x t y t y t z t z t
dt

                  (31) 

     Both conditions can be coupled since xp and yp are the results of the projection of the 
points of coordinates (x,y,z). First, if we have only access to the movement of the object in 
space, we need to calculate this space movement such as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0

( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( )) '( ( ), ( )) '( ( ), ( )) 0

x t x t y t y t z t z t

u x t z t u x t z t u y t z t u y t z t

  
  

     

   
  (32) 

     Second, if we have only access to the movement in the projection plane, the conditions 
that should be complied with are:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0

( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( )) '( ( ), ( )) '( ( ), ( )) ( ) ( ) 0

p p p p

p p p p

x t x t y t y t

w x t z t w x t z t w y t z t w y t z t z t z t

 
   

   

     
 (33)  

with w and w’ two functions such as: 

( )
( ) ( ( ), ( )) ( ) ( )

( )
( ) '( ( ), ( )) ( ) ( )

p p

p p

Z z t X
x t w x t z t x t z t

Z Z
Z z t Y

y t w y t z t y t z t
Z Z

   
    


      (34) 

   
     Note that a projection is a surjective function, that is why we still need to choose a 
function z(t) in order to create the movement directly in the plane.  
     Moreover, in case there are (at least) two objects with different relative speeds, in order to 
make the non-monotonic movement more perceptible, two objects (or more) can be 
considered with the following conditions. The projection speeds of both objects should be 
different (condition c3) and their speeds in space should be different as well (condition c4). 
Thus the conditions are now as follows.  
     There is at least one moment t such as (c3):  

2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )pA pB pA pA pB pBv v x t y t x t y t          (35) 

and (c4) :  

2 2 2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A B A A A B B Bv v x t y t z t x t y t z t            (36) 

The coupled conditions are either (movement in space): 

²( ) ²( ) ²( ) ²( ) ²( ) ²( )

²( ( ), ( )) ' ²( ( ), ( )) ²( ( ), ( )) ' ²( ( ), ( ))
A A A B B B

A A A A B B B B

x t y t z t x t y t z t

u x t z t u y t z t u x t z t u y t z t

    
   

    

   
  (37)  

or (projection movement): 
²( ) ²( ) ²( ) ²( )

²( ( ), ( )) ' ²( ( ), ( )) ²( ) ²( ( ), ( )) ' ²( ( ), ( )) ²( )

pA pA pB pB

pA A pA A A pB B pB B B

x t y t x t y t

w x t z t w y t z t z t w x t z t w y t z t z t

  
     

   

    

(38) 

3.3 Illustrations 

It is now interesting to illustrate some cases in which only one or both conditions are verified. 
Indeed, condition c1 (respectively condition c3) does not necessarily involve condition c2 
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(respectively condition c4) since a projection is surjective. Let us consider the following 
example: 2 distinct points in space ( A Bz z ) have the same speed: 

1( ,0,0)
l

a
t




      (39) 

and we assume a static reference point of view as mentioned before. 
     However, their projections have different speeds:   

( )

( ) 0

pA
A

pA

aZ
x t

Z z

y t

  
 





 and 
( )

( ) 0

pA
B

pA

aZ
x t

Z z

y t

  
 





           (40) 

Their speed norms are necessarily different since
A Bz z . Therefore, only condition (c3) is 

observed. This result could also be deducted geometrically. Let us have a look on Fig. 8: A 
and B are both objects in space and their trajectories cover the same distance l1. And so, for a 

period t , their speeds are equal to 1
l

t
 . However, their trajectories in the stereoscopic device 

(with respect to a reference point of view) cover different distances: 
2 3

l l . Consequently, 

their speeds are also different: 32
ll

t t


 
. 

 
Fig. 8. Example in which only condition (3) is observed 

     It is now easy to illustrate the case where both conditions are observed with a similar 
example. Let us rather consider the point B moving along the distance 

1 1
'l l  during the same

t . Consequently, ( ) ( )A Bx t x t   (condition c4 is observed). Then B projection moves along 

the distance 3 3 2'l l l  . And thus ( ) ( )pA pBx t x t  (condition c3 is observed).  

     A generalization of object kinetics perceived by an observer would be easily derived from 
our equations, describing object motions encrypted in the inertial frame of the auto-
stereoscopic system, observed from a secondary inertial observer frame. We assumed that the 
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angular speed  of the auto-stereoscopic system rotation, with respect to the observer head 
along the arc of Fig. 10. is uniform, which corresponds to a Galilean transform, keeping the 
kinetics rules invariant in both frames, so that the relative velocities between objects are 

maintained. However, someone could object it is no longer true when 0
t





(probably the 

case in practice) and relativistic relationships should apply in this case to characterize the 
observed kinetics in the observer frame. In practice, the head motion remaining relatively 
slow, such concern can be neglected and we can easily conclude that the kinetics created in 
the auto-stereoscopic inertial frame is almost the same as perceived in the observer one. The 
consequence is that the above rules can be used as engineering rules to generate a variety of 
complex motions in depth capable of restituting impressive observable effects.  

4. Discussion 

We have established analytical formulas describing the relative non-monotonic object 
motions in depth, independently from the motion parallax initiated by the observer. This can 
be used to generate impressive dynamic visual effects. However, we assumed a solid as 
approximated by a dot to simplify the expressions and should be extended to volume objects. 
In practice, due to the limited spatial resolution, in most of cases, best effects are obtained 
with small objects rapidly moving with respect to more static ones slower and bigger. By 
comparing to the plenoptic case we have derived some useful engineering rules have shown 
how both systems are similar and differ. Here, the field lens is replaced by the eyes acting as 
an adaptive synthetic aperture lens. In practice, visual perception obeys to more complex 
rules linking in a synkinesis way three parameters (focal lens-accommodation, vergence, 
pinholing-mydriasis), all of them responding to specific stimuli and various latencies [11]. It 
means that in contrast to plenoptic system auto-stereoscopic visual perception could change 
and self-adapt. For instance, when the environmental lighting condition changes, the pupil 
naturally increases in size and therefore the optical performance changes accordingly. 
Notwithstanding these remarks, the main result of this work was first to provide some 
engineering rules to model and scale efficiently auto-stereoscopic systems for still image 
observations. In particular we demonstrated that in contrast to plenoptic F-number matching 
rule, this one is substituted here to an F-number inequality (11). In practice, plenoptic systems 
and auto-stereoscopic system shared the same distribution of angular and spatial information: 
in both cases sub-images contain the angular information while microlenses contain the 
spatial information. The main difference with plenoptic system relies on the binocular vision 
which combines both spatial and angular information to create depth perception. Another 
result was to discretize the angular information taking into account dimensioning conditions. 
For instance, as sub-image size is limited by the isolation criterion (§ 2.3) and microlens pupil 
as well for a given focal length (by its F-number), the angular information is therefore 
limited. For an auto-stereoscopic system, assuming square pupils, the total FOV is discretized 
in each direction (horizontal or vertical) in p/dim sectors or views (p is the microlens pupil and 
dim the sub-images size). Each view is either a different view of a static scene or a step further 
in a moving scene (describing object trajectories). By associating the horizontal direction to 
the binocular vision, the maximum possible samples of 3D scenes in that direction is p/dim-1, 
since both eyes should see different sub-images simultaneously. As for the vertical direction, 
it generates trajectories made up of p/dim points. Therefore, the sub-images determine the total 
number of views and the numbers of trajectory samples but not the spatial information about 
objects. Knowing the trajectory sampling, sub-images describing a same object trajectory are 
thus distributed under different microlenses to provide a better motion perception. That is 
precisely the variation of spacing between these sub-images (identified by their projections on 
the device plane) which provides a good acceleration perception. 
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